
ROI THAT PROMISES TO PROTECT

Built on more than 17 years of experience and the foundational principles of truth and accuracy, Verisma brings you a

partnership you can trust with the compliance-driven technology you need. Our disclosure management system was built with

an understanding of your needs, and every module and security tool was designed to help you feel compliance-confident. 

Our partnership is truly a promise to put patient protection first. 

POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY TO SECURE PHI 

Verisma Release Manager™ (VRM) has mastered the art and science of 

disclosure management. At the center of our extensive quality assurance 

efforts is our powerful, industry-first Technology Assisted Review (TAR) 

engine. We’ve developed advanced algorithms — unmatched by any vendor 

in the industry — that spot and flag potential concerns, alerting ROI 

specialists so they can review identified requests before final delivery to 

each requester.

VERISMA RELEASE MANAGER 

COMPREHENSIVE “READ”

Our unsurpassed optical character recognition software reads all 

documents before they are released.

ID POTENTIAL ISSUES

The functionality identifies disclosures that might be unauthorized or 

inappropriate by comparing what it reads with an embedded 

comprehensive library of terms that represent potential compliance issues

if not caught.

CUSTOMIZABLE LIBRARY

This library if customizable, allowing you to include any terminology 

unique to your organization.

EXPERT REVIEW

TAR highlights sensitive words it detects during a routine scan of each 

document (e.g., HIV or a psychiatric diagnoses) and alerts our expert team 

to review the document before release.
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VERISMA TECHNOLOGY ASSISTED REVIEW™

POWERFUL 

ALGORITHMS,

EXPERT OVERSIGHT 

MINIMIZE COMPLIANCE 

EXPOSURE

Few worries top “compliance” 

when it comes to disclosure 

management. Pairing the precision 

of Verisma technology with the 

insight of our highly trained ROI 

experts equips HIM leaders with 

tools needed to protect their 

organization — and their patients.



LEARN MORE 
Contact us to learn more about how VRM automates and streamlines all workflows related to release of information. 

And about how TAR helps ensure all disclosures are timely, authorized and compliant.

EVERY WORD, EVERY DOCUMENT 

In addition to searching for key words and phrases, TAR also utilizes its powerful co-mingled identification 

capability to ensure every page represents the correct patient. Other systems might scan the header and footer of 

each page, review the first and last page of each record, or spot-check a small percentage of documents. 

Not Verisma. 

TAR leaves virtually nothing to chance with its ability to read and interpret every page. That means we are more 

likely to identify all potential issues throughout the record copy, preventing unauthorized disclosures and other 

problems before the records are released — keeping you and your patients as safe as possible. 

The Verisma ROI specialists are highly trained, as well. Specific experts are assigned to each client account, so they 

familiarize themselves with the system’s unique requirements — in addition to being fully versed in relevant payer, 

state and federal regulations or policies that govern protected health information and disclosure management. 

Greater confidence. Better compliance. That’s what Verisma TAR delivers to you.

V E R I S M A  T A R  

VERISMA TECHNOLOGY ASSISTED REVIEW™
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FLAG POTENTIAL COMPLIANCE ISSUES BEFORE DELIVERY

AVERT UNAUTHORIZED OR INAPPROPRIATE DISCLOSURES

PREVENT COMINGLED RECORD ERRORS

LEVERAGE SKILLED EXPERTS PROVIDING OVERSIGHT
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